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of flange 18 against the inner periphery of the narrower 
lower part of bushing 30, and, by holding the latter by 
its external knurling 32, rotating it so that its internal 
threads run over the external threads at the bottom end 
of barrel 10 until flange 29 draws flange 18 tightly enough 
against the bottom of base 12 to hold the needle assembly 
sufficiently securely. 

Considering now the activating elements of the device, 
as assembled in FIG. 1, starter or handle shaft 35 is held 
longitudinally axially movable to and fro within the close 
ly fitting central bore of top closure and handle anchor 11. 
As thus assembled, shaft 35 is held removable from that 
bore of anchor 11 by the radially outwardly extending 
handle shaft anchoring flange 36 conveniently, although 
not absolutely necessarily, integral with the inner end of 
shaft 35. 
Palm or pusher handle 37 is secured preferably remov 

ably to the outer end of handle shaft 35 by suitable lock 
ing means such as locking bolt 39. The inner end of 
starter shaft 35 by its integral flange 36 is in separable 
contact with the upper end of operating shaft 40, the lower 
end of which extends longitudinally axially slidable in 
close fit within the upper and open end of the closed 
bottomed central bore of impact piston 41. 
The upper end of operating shaft 40 is supported by, 

and extends through a central aperture in, return spring 
compressing washer 43 longitudinal axially movably sup 
ported against the inner wall of the upper part of barrel 
10 and removably anchored to the upper end of shaft 40 
by suitable removable anchoring means such as U-shaped 
retainer washer 45 snugly removably fitted into the an 
nular slot 47 in that end of shaft 40. That upper part of 
shaft 40 is loosely encircled by pusher handle 37, return 
spring 49 compressibly extending between its compressor 
washer 43 and its stop or restraining washer 50. 

Stop washer 50 is removably supported in fixed position 
on annular shoulder 51 provided by the relatively slight 
reduction in internal diameter of barrel 10. Thus, com 
pressor washer 43 and restraining washer 50 define the 
longitudinally axially separated upper and lower ends re 
spectively of what can be called the pusher handle return 
spring chamber. 

Shaft 40 is longitudinally axially movable through the 
central aperture in stop washer 50. Conveniently suit 
ably below it shaft 40 passes through the central aperture 
in impact piston drive spring compression washer 52 held 
removably fixed on, and movable with, shaft 40 by suit 
able removable anchoring means such as another 
U-shaped retainer washer 53 snugly removably fitted into 
annular slot 55 in the corresponding intermediate loca 
tion on shaft 40. 
The corresponding intermediate portion of shaft 40 is 

loosely encircled by impact piston drive spring 58 com 
pressibly extending between its compression washer 52 
and the upper end of impact piston 41. Thus, compres 
sion washer 52 and the upper end of impact piston 41 
provide the longitudinally axially separated upper and 
lower ends respectively of what can be called the shorten 
able impact piston drive spring chamber. 

Intermediate the lower end of drive spring 58 and the 
upper end of needle head impact pin guide and base 12, 
barrel 10 is reduced in internal diameter to provide a nar 
rowed impact end 62 and, at the latter's upper end, an 
annular shoulder 67. The latter is part of impact piston 
restraining means comprising, for example, a restrainer 
ball cam, or perferably two diametrically oppositely posi 
tioned ball cams 68 with each of them rollably supported 
in its separate respective one of two diametrically opposed 
horizontally cylindrical bores extending radially through 
the cylindrical wall of impact piston 41, and being tempo 
rarily immovably held by resting on shoulder 67 and 
being trapped between the inner wall of barrel 10 and the 
outer wall of control piston 70. 

Control piston 70 is longitudinally axially slidable with 
in the axial bore in impact piston 41, and has a radially 
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4. 
annularly reduced portion 71 which thus provides the an 
nular recess 72 intermediate the ends of control piston 70. 
Initially, as in the inactive position illustrated in FIG. 1, 
control piston spring 73 is in its expanded condition be 
tween the lower end of control piston 70 and the inner 
base 74 of the axial bore in impact piston 41. Thus, 
spring 73 holds the upper end of control piston 41 in sep 
arable contact with the lower end of operating shaft 40. 
From the lower end of impact piston 41, needle head 

impact pin 77 extends in longitudinally axially movable 
insertion into the upper part of axially central bore 78 in 
needle head impact pin guide and base 12. 

Longitudinal engager slot 81, intermediate compression 
washer 52 and the lower end of operating shaft 40, ex 
tends (in this embodiment) in shaft 40 from a point about 
midway through head 83 of impact piston 41 to a point 
about midway in the impact piston drive shaft chamber, 
and engages with impact piston control pin 82 removably 
Snugly inserted through a radial aperture in piston head 
83 and protruding into slot 81 in longitudinally to and fro 
movable engagement with it. 

Finger grips 69 are attached at suitable diametrically 
opposed locations on the outside of barrel 10. 

In using the device, a suitable quantity of a suitable 
form of the treating agent (generally a physiologically 
Suitable solution) is placed on a cleaned part of the 
skin in known manner, and spread to cover the desired 
area. The device is taken hold of by engaging the under 
sides of finger grips 69 generally with adjacent fingers and 
the top of pusher handle 37 by the palm beyond the base 
of the thumb. The slotted base of needle head cup 17 
then is placed gently in the center of the treating agent 
covered area. While holding the device firmly there, 
pressure is applied to pusher handle 37. That (as seen 
from FIGS. 1 and 2) results in depressing simultaneously 
starter shaft 35 and with its operating shaft 40 together 
With compression washer 43 and in turn also depressing 
return spring 49 against stop washer 50. Depression of 
operating shaft 40 simultaneously depresses spring com 
pression washer 52 and thereby compresses impact piston 
drive spring 58. 
The depression of operating shaft 40 simultaneously 

also depresses control piston 70 together with its reduced 
portion 71. When the annular recess 72 then arrives at 
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the level of ball cams 68, they roll off of shoulder 67 into 
annular recess 72. 
With the earlier restraint on impact piston 41 thus re 

moved, compressed spring 58 instantly thereafter expands. 
It thereby simultaneously shoots impact piston 41 to 
gether with its integral needle head impact pin 77 down 
Wardly. The lower end of impact pin 77 thereby prac 
tically simultaneously strikes the closed base 86 of needle 
head 15 thereby at the same time driving it downwardly 
So that needles 22 pass practically in the same instant 
through slots 19 and the treating liquid layer and puncture 
and penetrate the skin, thereby drawing the treating liquid 
adhering to them along into the skin. 

In the just foregonig described combination of actions, 
as drive shaft 40 was being depressed and impact piston 
41 Was held stationary by being restrained by ball cams 
68, impact piston control pin 82 thus likewise remained 
stationary. However, slot 81 was being lowered with 
shaft 40 so that the effect was that control pin 82 ap 
peared in progressively higher relative positions in slot 81. 
The expansion of drive spring 58, by pushing impact 

piston 41 down, also draws control pin 82 back to its start 
ing position at the lower end of slot 81 (as seen in FIG. 2 
compared with FIG. 1). 
The aforesaid described shooting of impact piston 41 

downwardly simultaneously compressed control piston 
Spring 73 and needle head return spring 16. Having al 
lowed to elapse the mere small fraction of a moment 
needed for the needles 22 to reach the set selected depth 
of penetration into the skin, the palm pressure is removed 
from pusher handle 37. That then simultaneously re 
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leases the pressure on washer 43 and simultaneously on 
return spring 49, and thus also raises operating shaft 
40. It simultaneously raises control piston 70 because 
of the location of control pin 82 at the bottom of slot 81, 
and with it needle head impact pin 77. That thereby re 
leases the pressure on base 86 of needle head 15, so that 
almost simultaneous with the withdrawal of pressure 
from pusher handle 37, needle head return spring 16 can 
expand and push needle head 15 back to its retracted posi 
tion as in FIG. 1 with simultaneous withdrawal of needle 
22 from the skin. 
Then the instant that ball cams 68 reach the level of 

shoulder 67 inside of barrel 10, the downwardly outward 
inclination of annularly reduced portion 71 rolls cams 68 
onto shoulder 67 (again as in FIG. 1) and out of the 
path of control piston 70 so that it no longer is restrained. 
As a result, control piston spring 73 expands and raises 
control piston 70 so that its top again contacts the lower 
end of shaft 40. 
The complete needle assembly then can be very quickly 

removed from the device merely by taking hold of its at 
taching bushing 30 by its knurling 32 and giving that bush 
ing about a quarter of a turn, or merely enough, to loosen 
the grasp on flange 18. By at the same time turning the 
device to have the open end of flange 29 face downward, 
the needle assembly will fall out of the device. A steril 
ized needle assembly then can be attached by the reverse 
procedure already described, and the device in even less 
than a second is ready for use again. 
The used needle assembly can be discarded at no great 

loss for they are very inexpensive as both needle head 
15 and cup 17 are made merely as stampings, and the 
piece of spring 16 also is inexpensive. However, for 
additional economy, if desired, any number of accumu 
lated needle assemblies can be sterilized together by 
proper approved dependable procedure. 
The assembly of the device is simple. The bottom end 

of barrel 10 can be closed as already described by screw 
ing on impact pin guide and base 12. On the outside, 
spring 73 can be dropped to inner base 74 of piston 41, 
and control piston 70 slid in atop of spring 73. Then 
spring 58, compression washer 52, retainer washer 53, 
stop washer 50, spring 49, compressing washer 43 and 
retainer washer 45 can be mounted about shaft 40 in obvi 
ous manner in their just named sequence. 
The lower end of shaft 40 then is inserted into the cen 

tral bore in head 83 of impact piston 41 and rotated until 
slot 81 can be seen through the orifice to receive control 
pin 81 to be in registry with the orifice. Pin 82 then is 
inserted deep enough not to protrude outside of the outer 
peripheral surface of head 83. Then as the entire as 
sembly from impact pin 77 up to retainer washer 45 is 
being inserted through the open top of barrel 10, ball 
cams 68 are placed in their respective orifice holders. 

Shaft 35 then is inserted upwardly through the bottom 
of the bore in handle anchor 11 and drawn upward till 
anchoring flange 36 touches its underside. Pusher handle 
37 then is set on and locked in place. The handle anchor 
then is screwed over the top of barrel 10 as already 
described. 
Any of the specifically described parts can be replaced 

by any others physically suitable to perform the equiva 
lent function. To be able to separate shaft 40 from head 
83 of impact piston 41, for disassembling the device, when 
initially preparing those parts, a bore just like that for 
receiving control pin 82 can be reamed in head 83 di 
ametrically opposite the first orifice. Then also a bore 
of like diameter can be reamed diametrically through 
shaft 40 at the upper end of slot 81 and transversely to its 
axis. Then to separate shaft 40 from impact piston 41, 
shaft 40 is depressed into impact piston 41 until pin 82 is 
in registry with the top of slot 81. Control pin 82 then 
can be knocked out by inserting through the two other 
orifices in registry with it a knockout pin of suitable size 
and tapping it against pin 82 until it is driven out. 
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Instead of needle head 15 with four needles and needle 
cup 17 with four slots, corresponding needle heads and 
cups with a higher number of needles and slots respec 
tively can be used and made of similar stampings, e.g. 
six of each; or with a lower number even down to one 
as illustrated in FIG.7; and with different design needles 
such as needle 22b in FIG. 7, wherein the broader faces 
converge outwardly toward one another; or also with dif 
ferent peripheral outlines, depending on the use to be 
made of them. 
A stock of sterilized needle assemblies can be kept on 

hand. For example, the assembly can be inserted up to 
flange 18 into one end of a sleeve of a plastic material 
stable to sterilization and longer than cup 17. Each such 
assembly so inserted in such sleeve can be enclosed in a 
sealed plastic envelope, and a plurality of such articles 
thus can be properly sterilized. They can be kept on 
hand in any convenient container, and used singly by 
tearing open the single envelope, holding its contents by 
the extended length of the sleeve, thus engaging flange 18 
on flange 29 of the device, and tightening bushing 30, and 
pulling off the protective plastic sleeve. 
The device need not be limited to use with humans, 

with whom a penetration of one-half or one milliliter 
more commonly is used (provided for, e.g. by using teeth 
of the necessary length), but also can be used with ani 
mals or in other applications where a surface is to be 
penetrated in a relatively similar way, even with fruits or 
vegetables or other articles. 
While the invention has been explained by detailed de 

scription of certain specific embodiments of it, it is un 
derstood that various modifications and substitutions can 
be made in any such modifications within the scope of the 
appended claims which are intended also to include equiv 
alents of any of the specific embodiments. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a surface puncturing and penetrating device, a 

cylindrical barrel having an operating end and a puncture 
application end; a top closure-bushing attached at the op 
erating end thereof; a bottom closure-bushing attached 
at the other and application end thereof; co-axially posi 
tioned within said barrel an axially longitudinally movable 
shaft having two separable parts longitudinally axially 
aligned and so movable in relation to one another; the 
first of said shaft parts having an operating end extending 
longitudinally axially movably through the top closure 
bushing; the second separable shaft part having at its outer 
end an impact-imparting shaft extending longitudinally 
axially movable through the bottom closure-bushing, 
whereby the outer end of said impact shaft strikingly can 
impart a blow to a suitable element interposed in the path 
of movement of said outer end of said impact shaft and 
holding outwardly extending puncturing means having an 
outwardly extendable puncturing end, to cause said outer 
puncturing ends of said puncturing means to puncture and 
penetrate a surface located near enough to be reached 
and penetrated by said outer ends following the delivery 
of said blow to said puncturing means; means within and 
intermediate the ends of said barrel for propelling the 
second of said separable shaft parts toward the application 
end of said barrel, and restraining means engageable 
therein for engaging said second shaft part to restrain said 
second shaft part against such movement as said first shaft 
part is being so moved; and means intermediate the ends 
of the barrel for releasing said restraining means while 
said second shaft part is still stationary; and within said 
barrel, said propelling means engaging with said second 
shaft part for propelling it longitudinally axially toward 
said application end of the barrel upon withdrawing said 
restraining means therefor therefrom; and within said 
barrel and engaging with said first shaft part, means for 
longitudinally axially returning said first shaft part to 
about its starting location directly after removal there 
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from of the force that directed it toward the application 
end, and after the second shaft part was directed toward 
said application end; and means interconnecting said two 
shaft parts for drawing the second part back into the bot 
tom closure-bushing as said first shaft part is being drawn 
back to about its starting location. 

2. A device as claimed in claim 1, wherein the means 
for restraining the second shaft part from moving toward 
the application end as the first shaft part is doing so, com 
prises a ball cam engaged between a portion of said Sec 
ond shaft part and a shoulder in the interior of said barrel. 

3. A device as claimed in claim 1, wherein the interior 
of said barrel has an impact piston spring chamber, and 
the means for propelling said second shaft part toward the 
application end is a compressible spring encircling part of 
said shaft and which spring is compressed within Said im 
pact piston spring chamber. 

4. A device as claimed in claim 1, wherein the interior 
of said barrel has an operating handle return spring cham 
ber, and outside of said barrel an operating handle is af 
fixed to said first part of said shaft; and the means for 
propelling said first part of said shaft away from the ap 
plication end is a compressible resilient spring encircling 
said first part of said shaft, and which compressible 
spring is compressed within said handle return spring 
chamber. 

5. A device as claimed in claim , which is effective to 
puncture the skin, and wherein to the outer end of the 
application end of the device there is attached holding 
and securing means for holding tightly secured to it, while 
the device is to be used for causing skin puncturing, a 
readily removable skin-puncturing needle-holding assem 
bly including therein an axially longitudinally movable 
needle-holding head; and for holding said assembly and 
the needle holding head in it so positioned for the inner 
end of the head to be struck by the outer end of the im 
pact-imparting shaft when the latter is propelled outward 
ly, whereby said head is advanced sharply to cause each 
needle held by it to penetrate the skin; said holding and 
securing means including means cooperatively operable 
simply to release readily the needle-holding assembly as 
a unit even by merely allowing it to fall off by gravity, 
and then to let it be replaced similarly readily by another 
such assembly, and all without any need to remove any 
other part of the device. 

6. In a surface puncturing device, a cylindrical barrel 
having an operating end and a puncture application end, 
said operating end terminating with an axially transverse 
end face; attached at the outer end of said application 
end, holding and securing means for holding readily re 
movably tightly secured to said end a readily releasable 
unitary puncturing - needle - holding assembly including 
therein an axially longitudinally movable needle-holding 
head; an impact-imparting shaft member longitudinally 
axially impellably movable within said barrel to enable 
the lower end of said shaft to deliver a surface-puncturing 
force against the inner end of the needle-holding head; 
means within said barrel and cooperatively in contact 
with said shaft member and capable of developing about 
it a releasable force that can impel it toward said head; 
within said barrel and engageable with said shaft releas 
able restraining means arranged to restrain the shaft mem 
ber, while said force thus is being developed, with its 
lower end at a location where it would be out of contact 
with the needle-holding head; within said barrel, means 
operable on said restraining means to release it when the 
shaft member is to be propelled toward the application 
end; said needle-holding assembly holding and securing 
leaS 

(a) being so located at the application end of the bar 
rel to be able to hold a unitary needle-holding as 
sembly secured to the outer end of said end of the 
barrel in such position for the inner end of the needle 
holding head to be struck by the lower end of the 
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impact-imparting shaft after it is released from its 
restraining means, to advance the head sharply to 
cause each needle held by it to penetrate the intended 
surface; and 

(b) including means cooperatively operable to hold the 
unitary needle-holding assembly Securely while the 
device is being operated to puncture a surface, and 
movable simply to release readily said needle-hold 
ing assembly as a unit even by merely allowing it to 
fall off by gravity, and then to let it be replaced 
similarly readily, and all without any need to remove 
any other part of the device. 

7. In a surface puncturing device, a cylindrical barrel 
having an operating end and a puncture application end, 
end, said operating end terminating with an axially trans 
verse end face; attached at the outer end of said applica 
tion end, holding and securing means for holding readily 
removably tightly secured to said end a readily releas 
able unitary puncturing-needle-holding assembly includ 
ing therein an axially longitudinally movable needle 
holding head; an impact-imparting shaft member longi 
tudinally axially impellably movable within said barrel 
to enable the lower end of said shaft to deliver a Sur 
face-puncturing force against the inner end of the needle 
holding head; means within said barrel and cooperatively 
in contact with said shaft member and capable of de 
veloping about it a releasable force that can impel it to 
ward said head; within said barrel and engageable with 
said shaft, releasable restraining means arranged to re 
strain the shaft member, while said force thus is being 
developed, with its lower end at a location where it 
would be out of contact with the needle-holding head; 
within said barrel means operable on said restraining 
means to release it when the shaft member is to be 
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propelled toward the application end; said needle-holding 
assembly holding and securing means comprising thread 
engaging means on the outer cylindrical surface of the 
application end of the barrel; a bushing having thread 
engaging means at least in the upper end of its inner 
wall; said bushing being removably attached to said ap 
plication end of the barrel by engagement of its said 
thread-engaging means on the thread-engaging means on 
said wall of said bushing; said bushing having about 
part of the periphery of its outer end a radially inwardly 
turned flange; the thread-engaging means on the inner 
wall of the bushing, the thread-engaging means on the 
application end of the barrel, and said flange being so 
positioned relative to one another to enable the bushing 
to be screwed onto the application end of the barrel to 
draw the inner surface of said flange sufficiently close 
to the axially transverse end face of the barrel to enable 
said flange securely to engage between it and said end 
face of the barrel, a bead extending radially outwardly 
from the inner end of the unitary puncturing-needle-hold 
ing assembly thereby to be readily removably held tightly 
against that end of the barrel; the said flange on the 
bushing extending around the periphery of the outer 
end of the bushing to the extent sufficient to enable said 
flange to hold securely between it and said end face the 
unitary needle-holding assembly and to leave unencum 
bered the rest of the periphery of the outer end of the 
bushing to an extent sufficient to enable the bead of said 
unitary assembly to be slipped in between the bushing 
flange and said end face and be secured therebetween 
by tightly screwing the bushing along the barrel; and 
whereby simply unscrewing the bushing for even less 
than a whole turn is sufficient to release said grip of the 
bead of the unitary assembly between the bushing flange 
and the end face of the barrel to allow the unitary as 
sembly to be removed, even by simply falling off, from 
the device and without any need for entirely unscrewing 
and removing the bushing. 

8. A needle head assembly for a surface puncturing 
device having holding and securing means for a needle 
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holding assembly, which assembly comprises a needle 
head having a needle head base and at least one skin 
puncturing needle depending therefrom; a needle cup 
having a closed base at one end and being open at the 
other to receive and encircle said head and with the at 
least one needle extending into the interior of said cup; 
a resilient compressible spring of such dimensions to be 
resiliently compressibly engaged between the base of 
said needle head and of said cup; for each said needle 
a slot in the base of said cup aligned to be in registry 
with its respective said needle so that said needle can 
pass through said slot; and means extending radially from 
the periphery of said cup for engagement by the holding 
and securing means of said puncturing device. 
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